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ABSTRACT

Congenital pseudarthrosis of the clavicle (PCC) is a rare affection, that can be diagnosed at birth and represent a disturbance of union of the ossification centers. It’s more common in girls and in the right side. This study objectives to proceed a revision about the subject, that was searched in online database of LILACS and MEDLINE. We found 56 articles till present data. Besides be a bit infrequent, the PCC must not be missed or even forgotten, especially as differential diagnosis with acute fracture of the clavicle at birth by trauma in the childbirth. The diagnostic is relatively easy and the treatment can be just observation or even surgical.
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INTRODUCTION

The first description of congenital pseudarthrosis of the clavicle is attributed to Fitzwilliams¹ (1910), and was included in a series of cases of cleidocranial dysostosis. The second known case was reported by Owen² in 1930. Today, there are just over 200 descriptions in the literature³-⁹.

The majority of these cases have affected the right clavicle in girls⁷-¹¹. Congenital pseudarthrosis of the left clavicle, which is present in less than 10% of the cases¹², is associated with other congenital disorders such as dextrocardia. It is generally observed contralaterally to the heart⁸,¹⁰,¹³,¹⁵.

Its etiology remains unknown despite many investigations⁸,¹¹,¹⁶, but it is known to be associated with abnormalities of ossification during embryogenesis⁷,⁸,¹⁴.

Clinically, congenital pseudarthrosis of the clavicle is perceived just after birth or during the first days of life, as a painless protuberance at the level of the middle third and more laterally³,⁸,¹⁶,¹⁹. The deformity tends to become more obvious as the child grows. The skin on the protuberance may become thin and atrophic³,⁷,¹⁰,¹⁴,²⁰.

METHODOLOGY

This topic was investigated in the LILACS and MEDLINE databases using the descriptors pseudarthrosis, congenital and clavicle. We found 56 articles published up to December 2010, of which 24 were single-case reports, 16 were case series reports and the remainder were review articles.

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Concept

Congenital pseudarthrosis of the clavicle is a rare disorder that is diagnosed at birth and triggered by failure of the union process of the ossification nuclei of the clavicle. Its etiology is unknown³,²¹,²³.
Embryology

The clavicle arises from a cartilage mold derived from mesenchymal cells, at the stage at which the embryo length is 11 mm, and it divides into two pre-cartilage masses at the stage of 15 mm. At the embryonic stage of 17 mm, the ossification centers can be clearly seen. These are the Fawcett stages (23) (Figure 1). At the stage of 18-19 mm, the horizontal sections of the clavicle show the bone masses separated by a pre-cartilaginous interval, surrounded by perichondrium, which under normal ossification conditions will produce union between the two cartilaginous centers.

In the fourth week of gestation, the clavicle has a length of approximately 11 mm, and is the first bone of the skeleton to become ossified (7,8,23). Fusion of the two ossification centers occurs around the seventh week (3,5,8).

Epidemiology

The right clavicle in girls is more often affected (5,8,11,21), accounting for around 80% of the cases (13). Congenital pseudarthrosis of the left clavicle is associated with other congenital disorders, such as dextrocardia (8,10,12,14,15).

Bilateral involvement may occur in up to 10% of the cases and is associated with an abnormally high position for the subclavian artery, caused by the presence of cervical ribs or vertical turning of the upper ribs (5,8,16,21).

 Syndromes associated with congenital pseudarthrosis of the clavicle include Ehlers-Danlos (25), Awadi/Ras-Rothschild (26) (aplasia/hypoplasia of the pelvis/lower limbs), Kabuki (27,28) (short stature, musculoskeletal and cutaneous abnormalities, moderate mental retardation and facial dysmorphism) and Prader-Willi (29). Associated occurrences of thoracic outlet syndrome and cases with multiple vertebral abnormalities have also been described (30,31).

In the present review, there were 158 patients, of whom 57.5% were female and 42.5% were male. The right side was affected in 92.6%, 4.4% were bilateral and the left side was affected in 3%, but without reports of any association with dextrocardia. The mean age at diagnosis was three years and two months. The commonest complaint was painless tumefaction (39.5%). Nine cases presented pain of varying intensity, discomfort or functional limitation of the limb at the time of seeking medical care.

In most cases, there were no reports of any family members similarly affected. A family history was present in nine of the 58 cases investigated. In four cases, the occurrences were in sisters (32); in one, the father (33); in one, the mother and two sisters (34); and in the other three, the degree of kinship was not mentioned (35,36).

Etiopathogenesis

There have been a variety of etiological theories, but all of them relate to disorders of ossification during embryogenesis (3,7,8,11,14,16).

The development of the clavicle from two pre-cartilaginous centers that evolve to ossification was recognized by Mall (37), in 1906, in the embryonic stage of 15 mm. Failure of these to nuclei to coalesce is the factor responsible for the appearance of pseudarthrosis (5,21,38).

According to some authors (8,14,18,39), excessive pressure exerted by pulsation of the subclavian artery during the process of development of the clavicle may cause the ossification centers to fail to unite, especially when associated with presence of a cervical rib.

Other causal hypotheses have made associations with situations in which the right subclavian artery is at a higher position than the contralateral one (8) and abnormal intrauterine positions taken up by the fetus (8,16), but without subsequent confirmation.

Since some family cases have been reported, this suggests that there is a possible pattern of dominant autosomal inheritance (5,7,8,21).
Natural history

The natural history of congenital pseudarthrosis of the clavicle in untreated cases is not fully known. We evaluated this condition in cases in which it was only observed without any surgical treatment\(^{13,17,19,31,32,40,42}\). In addition, a report by Shalom et al\(^{39}\), in 1994, described a 45-year-old man with congenital pseudarthrosis of the right clavicle that had been diagnosed during childhood, without any other abnormalities, and none in members of his family. Upon examination, he presented a protuberance in the right-side medial clavicular region, which was painless on palpation and in movement. He presented free shoulder mobility, over the complete range. There was no hypotrophy or loss of muscle strength. The radiographs confirmed the presence of mobile pseudarthrosis, without arthrotic abnormalities in the acromioclavicular joint. The patient refused treatment because he accepted the deformity and did not have any functional loss.

The evolution of these cases shows that consolidation does not occur spontaneously, but functional loss practically does not exist and there is only the aesthetic deformity.

However, it was observed that the natural evolution of most of the cases was halted through the surgical approach. The indications for surgery were mainly due to the aesthetic impairment, while in other cases they were due to progressive pain, functional limitation, late-starting thoracic outlet syndrome, or a combination of these factors.

DIAGNOSIS

The clinical diagnosis is made through observation of the painless protuberance in the middle third of the clavicle and a hypermobile segment at birth or during the first days of life\(^{3,5,7,8,16,18,19,21,39,43,55}\). The deformity tends to become more obvious with the child’s growth, since it is associated with shortening and “drooping” of the scapular belt\(^{3,7-10,14,15,18-21}\). The aesthetic aspect is more important when girls are affected\(^3\).

Pseudarthrosis may become painful with some activities that involve movements above head level or with direct compression of the focus. Shoulder movements are normal and functional incapacity does not occur as a rule\(^{21}\). The skin over the protuberance may become thin and atrophic\(^{3,8,16}\) and the tumefaction of the focus of the pseudarthrosis becomes more accentuated when the patient raises the upper limb (Figure 2).

Radiographs are necessary for the diagnosis. The radiographic findings are characteristic and include clear separation in the middle portion, with the medial fragment positioned above the lateral fragment because of the action of muscle forces and the postural traction exerted by the weight of the upper limb. The lateral extremity is voluminous and medial extremity is atrophic, with sclerotic closure of the medullary canal and without formation of a reactional bone callus\(^{21}\) (Figure 2).

Differential diagnoses should be made. The diagnosis of acute fracturing of the clavicle at birth is ruled out by the absence of obstetric trauma and absence of pain or irritability when the child is touched, and by the lack of excessive callus produced in the immediate evolution. The diagnosis of cleidocranial dysplasia is ruled out by the absence of radiographic appearance characteristic of a clavicular defect and absence of other malformations characteristic of the cranium and pelvis\(^{3,5,21,30,39}\). The diagnosis of neurofibromatosis is ruled out especially by the absence of “milky coffee” skin stains\(^{3,5,22}\).

Some cases of scalene syndrome and thoracic outlet syndrome have been described in association with congenital pseudarthrosis of the clavicle\(^{22,41}\).

Classification

In 1968, Kite\(^{42}\) suggested a classification system for congenital pseudarthrosis of the clavicle based on anatomical, clinical and pathological differences, with implications for treatment indications:

I: Congenital failure of two segments of the clavicle to unite. This is seen at birth, and occurs because of hypoplasia of the distal fragment of the clavicle. Pressure on the prominence causes pain. On radiographs, the medial fragment is bigger than the lateral fragment, and the space between the fragments is evident. Surgical treatment should not be indicated.

II: Congenital bone deficiency. Like in cases of congenital pseudarthrosis of the tibia, the clavicle is seen at birth to have formed normally and fractures with the slightest trauma. In these cases, surgical treatment may be indicated. This is the form that presents a better prognosis.

Histopathology

In anatomopathological specimens, the foci of the pseudarthrosis are characterized by the presence of
hypertrophic bone tissue surrounded by hyaline cartilaginous covers at both extremities. They are reminiscent of “elephant’s foot” pseudarthrosis, connected by dense fibrous and fibrocartilaginous tissue, without evidence of osteoblast or chondrocyte activity. The fibroblasts are mature cells with pyknotic nuclei, located below the cartilaginous zone. Chondrocytes are seen at different stages of maturation, which is related especially to the patient’s age, i.e. more differentiated with greater maturity(3,43).

It is important to emphasize that the clavicle is a bone that presents intramembranous ossification in the pre-cartilaginous portion and endochondral ossification for longitudinal growth at the extremities, in the same way as in the long bones. Hirata et al(18) demonstrated that the chondrocytes at different stages of maturation of the extremities of the pseudarthrosis presented a columnar layout, similar to the patterns seen in epiphyseal growth plates. The endochondral ossification at these extremities was confirmed and mapped by means of marker impregnation using tetracycline(20).

**TREATMENT**

Most of the cases reported underwent some type of surgical intervention. As reported earlier, the indications for operative treatment were: progressive pain, esthetic deformity, functional limitation and late-starting thoracic outlet syndrome(37,42).

Many authors recommended that surgery should be delayed until the patient was between three and six years of age. At that age, resection of the focus of the pseudarthrosis was indicated, with or without associated bone grafting and fixation(3,6,9,12,21,32,40,44,52,54,56,57).

Dzupa et al(6) reported occurrences of clavicular fractures 20 months after removal of the synthesis (semitubular plate) that had been used to treat the congenital pseudarthrosis of the clavicle. Fracturing occurred along the line of one of the holes drilled to locate the screw. This was then treated using a figure-of-eight dressing, and complete consolidation was achieved.

In analyzing the 124 cases reported in this review (mean follow-up of 4.58 years), we only took into consideration the cases for which a description of the type of treatment used was available. We found that
40 patients were only kept under observation and five underwent resection of the focus of the pseudarthrosis alone. Four cases underwent resection of the focus of the pseudarthrosis and placement of a graft, without stabilization by means of osteosynthesis. Six cases underwent resection of the focus of the pseudarthrosis and fixation with synthesis using an intramedullary wire (either smooth or threaded), without graft placement. In 47 cases, an intramedullary wire was used with a bone graft. A plate and screws was used together with grafting in 19 cases. Lastly, a plate and screws without grafting, crossed smooth wires and external fixation was used in one case each.

All the cases operated with grafting evolved to bone consolidation. In the cases in which resection was performed, with or without synthesis, consolidation was achieved in those in which the space between the fragments was small and had complete periostea. The time taken to achieve this consolidation was not evaluated.

It is important to bear in mind that patients will exchange a protuberance for a scar, given that the majority of the indications for surgical treatment are for esthetic reasons.

Postoperative immobilization consisting of thoracic-brachial containment using a Velpeau sling or Desault bandage for four to six weeks. Few complications have been described. In two cases, the synthesis material failed; in one case, pain and weakness in the operated limb were reported; in one case, there was hypotrophy of the operated limb; and in one case that had been treated with an intramedullary wire, consolidation did not occur and a new approach became necessary. There was one report of superficial infection and one of neuropraxia of the brachial plexus, with subsequent complete recovery.

**FINAL REMARKS**

Congenital pseudarthrosis of the clavicle is a rare condition and it can be supposed that orthopedists might only be faced with two or three such cases during their lives. Nonetheless, they should be ready to make the diagnosis and provide appropriate care.

Its pathogenesis remains unclear, but all the theories corroborate the idea that fusion of the ossification nuclei of the clavicle is absent.

The initial diagnosis is relatively easy, but some of these children appear with a history of previous trauma or are newly born from complicated deliveries. This condition needs to be differentiated from fractures due to neonatal birth injuries or, at school age, from cleidocranial dysostosis or other syndromes that are associated with congenital pseudarthrosis of the clavicle, such as Ehlers-Danlos, Al-Awadi/Ras-Rothschild and Kabuki.

The range of motion in these children is practically normal and totally free from pain. What disturbs the most is the esthetic deformity, which appears most during movement and usually becomes unacceptable to the parents.

Confirmation of the diagnosis of congenital pseudarthrosis of the clavicle is obtained from simple radiographs, on which one extremity presents an “elephant’s foot” shape and the other has a “pencil point” shape, without contact between them and without any formation of a reactional bone callus.

The treatment for this type of pseudarthrosis is a matter for debate, since some authors have chosen to keep the case under observation, others have chosen resection alone and still others have chosen operative treatment with or without bone grafting.

In cases of congenital pseudarthrosis of the clavicle of Kite type II, observation is without doubt the best option. However, in type I cases, it is prudent to assess the distance between and positioning of the fragments, since separation greater than 1 cm and large displacements of the fragments make the operative procedure difficult. In such cases, there is also a need for large quantities of graft material, as well as larger plates for synthesis. The material is likely to be under tension, which implies the risk of material failure and non-consolidation of the pseudarthrosis.

It is always good to ensure that the patient or his/her parents is aware that the tumefaction will be exchanged for a scar that could become hypertrophic, form keloid or remain painful, as well as possible scarring of the donor site, when autologous bone grafts have to be used.

In cases in which operative treatment is chosen, explanations regarding the need to use some type of synthesis material for fixation of the foci and graft removal, if this is the case, should be given to the patient and parents.

The type of fixation used also varies in the literature. This can be done using external fixation, plates and screws, screws alone, Kirschner wires or Steinmann intramedullary pins.

Grafting is optional. In the studies analyzed in this review, all the cases in which bone grafts were used achieved consolidation. The graft most used was from...
the iliac crest, but there were also reports of grafts taken from the tibia and ribs, and vascularized grafts from the fibula. Operative treatment succeeds best among children aged two to four years and these patients have the highest chance of achieving consolida-

tion. The age for surgical treatment is very variable. In most cases, it is indicated at between two and six years of age, but some authors have performed surgery on younger children, of 19 months. Bone grafts must be used in children over the age of eight years.
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